Internal Merchandising Solution
The following table lists the code numbers and description of the plastic
internal solutions for the tobacco dispenser.

Hardware Code

Description

206134

Universal Tray - Black

206640

Universal Side Fins - Black

206637

Universal Tray Dividers Gravity Feed

215287

Universal Tray Fronts – Data Strip

206979

Universal Tray Extrusion Cover Gravity Feed

206978

Universal Tray Extrusion Cover Push Feed

RPI-PH1235

Universal Push Feed

RPI-D1130

Universal Tray Divider Push Feed

RPI-D1130E

Universal Tray Divider Push Feed End Divider

206980

Front and Rear track for divider and pusher system to
clip into place
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Internal Merchandising Solution
Universal Tray
Part Number: 206134
The universal tray fits inside each dispenser “bay” which acts as the housing unit to
store and dispense packet and roll your own tobacco stock. A pair of side fins are
required to support each tray. The tray slides Into side fins in either gravity or
push-feed position as shown below.

Universal Side Fin
Part Number: 206640
The universal side fin is positioned to the inside face of the dispenser bays and
provides a point of support for the tray. Side fins come pre-installed and affixed to
the dispenser in the correct position. Trays can then be installed by the retailer
either in the push-feed or gravity fed position.
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Internal Merchandising Solution
Universal Tray Dividers
Part Number: 206637
Universal tray dividers are provided as a division between stock variants within the
tray. They are clear plastic dividers that simply clip in the back of the tray and the
back of the plastic tray front. They act as a device to help merchandise the tray
and separate the packets and packet sizes in each tray. Made from polycarbonate,
they are durable and can flex into position without removing other parts of the
tray system. This makes changing products easy and less time consuming for the
retailer.

Universal Tray Fronts
Part Number: 215287
Tray fronts are designed to clip into the front of the tray to prevent stock from
falling forward. They are also the primary pricing point and the data strip is
supplied affixed to the tray front for pricing to be inserted.
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Internal Merchandising Solution
Universal Tray Extrusion Cover Gravity Feed (Retail Display Ban)
Part Number: 206979
The universal tray extrusion cover (GRAVITY FEED) is required for retail outlets that
do not want the RDB door solution. The plastic extrusion cover can act as an
alternate RDB solution other than the door. The extrusion cover is supplied with
pricing data strip affixed to the front of the cover. The cover is attached to the
bottom of each tray to stop visibility of product and adhere to Retail Display Ban
legislation. This product is only necessary if doors are not the desired solution.

Universal Tray Extrusion Cover Push Feed (Retail Display Ban)
Part Number: 206978
The universal tray extrusion cover (PUSH FEED) is required for retail outlets that do
not want the RDB door solution. The plastic extrusion cover can act as an
alternate RDB solution other than the door. The extrusion cover is supplied with
pricing data strip affixed to the front of the cover. This product is only necessary if
doors are not the desired solution and the tray system is set up in the Push Feed
position.
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Internal Merchandising Solution
Universal Push-Feeds
Part Number: RPI-PH1235
Universal push-feeds are provided when the trays are specified by the retail to
be set-up in the “push-feed” position. The push feed pushes stock to the front
of the tray with a tensioned spring. A different divider system is required if the
tray is set-up in push-feed. The push-feed tray system set up is shown in the
diagram below.

Universal Divider Push Feed
Part Number: RPI-D1130
The push feed tray requires a different divider system to the GRAVITY FEED tray.

Universal Divider Push Feed End Divider
Part Number: RPI-D1130E
The Push Feed tray also requires an End Divider. See below diagram of the
push feed tray system and divider system.

Universal Front and Rear Track for Pusher System
Part Number: 206980
The track is required for the front and rear of the tray for the pusher and
divider system to clip in to position.
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